
Tuls



DS.
DARMAWANGSA SQUARE

Ground Floor #24 
Jalan Darmawangsa VI 
Jakarta 12160 
Indonesia

P. +62 21 7278 0235

PS.
PLAZA SENAYAN

Level 3, No. 321C  
Jalan Asia Afrika No. 8 
Jakarta 10270 
Indonesia

P. +62 21 5790 0412

PERSONAL 
SHOPPERS.

RICHARD  WA +62 815 1051 7424

NITA WA +62 811 8337 313

DESI  WA +62 822 4963 3734

ADAM  WA +62 811 8337 312 

SHOP
ONLINE.
PT TULISAN SUSUNAN TINTA

info@tulisan.com

https://goo.gl/maps/hsSF2PmbDtJh88Mo8
https://goo.gl/maps/HTDxPKS8S8ukykDQ9
https://wa.me/6281510517424?text=HALO%20RICHARD
https://wa.me/628118337313?text=HALO%20NITA
https://wa.me/6282249633734?text=HALO%20DESI
https://wa.me/628118337312?text=HALO%20ADAM
https://tulisan.com
https://tulisan.com
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ANNEX (S)
TULS

 
Bien Strap Smokey Ash is sold separately
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HOT 
GIFTS 
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Bien Strap is sold separately
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PAN2123-SP-S 
Smokey Plum

SIZE    
18 x 23 cm | 7.08 x 9.05 in

Rp398.000

FEATURE 
A simple pouch with darts on its 
bottom rounded corners and a durable 
waterproof inner lining, giving it a 
sophisticated voluminous silhouette.

ANNEX (S)
TULS
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For effortlessly chic travel, the Annex has two loops for attaching our 
Bien Strap, worn as a sling pouch or a simple hand-carried purse.

The Bien Straps are sold separately in different lengths.
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Each Annex Pouch comes with a pretty medium gift box 
and a personalised greeting card for any occasion.
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SIZE 
L  110 cm | 43.30 in 
M  100 cm | 39.37 in 
S  90 cm | 35.43 in 
P  60 cm | 23.62 in

L  Rp388,000 
M   Rp368,000 
S   Rp348,000 
P  Rp328,000 

BIEN
STRAP

BIE0001-RL 
Red Letter

BIE0001-SN 
Smokey Night

FEATURE 
Its deluxe-quality fastener is designed with 
a special spring mechanism for the clasp 
that made it easy to attach, solid, and sturdy 
enough to carry heavy loads. Non-adjustable.
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SIZE 
L  110 cm | 43.30 in 
M  100 cm | 39.37 in 
S  90 cm | 35.43 in 
P  60 cm | 23.62 in

L  Rp388,000 
M   Rp368,000 
S   Rp348,000 
P  Rp328,000 

BIEN
STRAP

BIE0001-SA 
Smokey Ash

BIE0001-SP 
Smokey Plum

FEATURE 
Its deluxe-quality fastener is designed with 
a special spring mechanism for the clasp 
that made it easy to attach, solid, and sturdy 
enough to carry heavy loads. Non-adjustable.



Hand-printed serigraphy textiles on unbleached (chlorine-free) 
cotton canvas, using eco-friendly water-based inks. For the 
handbags and accessories category, unless otherwise noted, 
each textile is protected with water-resistant Poly-Urethane 

coatings. This interior lining is a highly durable water-
repellent fabric, created using the most advanced technology 

from recycled PET bottles and post-consumer materials 

 
Tulisan has been publishing hand-printed serigraphy textiles 

and converting them into limited-edition luxury bags and 
accessories since 2010. Our collections are hand-crafted in 
the traditional way in Indonesia using sustainable methods 

and ethical practices. Our hand-made production is certified 
by the Bluesign® system. Bluesign® Swiss system is a 

strict screening designed to monitor the responsible use of 
resources, clean work processes, wastewater management, 

healthy air ventilation, and safety procedures for the 
workers as well as a safe final product for the consumer.


